
There are three essential tools that will help you on your way to servicing automotive air conditioning 
systems. To start, you will need a quality charging trolley, a reliable recovery unit and a light weight 
easy to use leak detector.

JAVAC offer all three of these tools individually, but they can also be purchased in our cost effective Auto Air Starter 
Pack.

Comprising of an RCS Trolley, which is an easily transportable trolley fitted with a 45 litre per minute 2 stage vacuum 
pump, digital weighing scale, 4 valve manifold set; and chain to safely secure your gas bottle.  

Also included is the EVO-OS portable recovery unit. An ergonomically designed, easy to carry unit, it also has 
the added safety feature of a cool to touch case and porting that points down; not in your face. Also featuring a 
fully integrated automatic liquid/vapour oil separator that strips incoming oil from the recovered refrigerant. This is 
particularly important for automotive applications where recovered oil must be accurately measured and the system 
replenished with fresh oil prior to recharge.

The final piece of equipment included in this package is the extremely reliable and affordable Tek-Mate leak detector. 
Featuring a soft touch operation pad which allows the user to easily control the unit from one central point. This 
unit is equally sensitive to CFC’s, HCFC’s and HFC’s, therefore eliminating the need to reset the unit for different 
refrigerants.

For those tradespeople who need to work with a larger pump capacity, you can get the AAS Upgrade Pack. This 
package deal upgrades the RCS45 trolley to an RCS141, which is fitted with a 140 litre per minute vacuum pump.
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